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Abstract
Performance management is a central point for both public and private organizations. In the data envelopment
analysis (DEA) method, performance management takes the form of measuring relative efficiency. Furthermore,
considering each organization and or production process as a black box, inputs are transformed into outputs. In
reality, production organizations or processes are composed of different parts that carry out different related
activities. For this reason, modeling the internal structure of a production process like a system of interconnected
parts makes it possible to measure its performance at the sub-process level. In this paper, we hypothesized a
production process, made up of three interconnected parts. It is a new strategy to acquire relative efficiency
consisting of building a block inside the system with at least two sub-processes. This step refers to a basic model
of relational Network Data Envelopment Analysis (NDEA). Also, we used the additive decomposition formula
to measure the efficiency of the whole process. We highlighted the differences in the measurement, between the
direct application of the relational NDEA model and the measurement with the block approach model.We
compared the cumulative empirical distribution functions of the efficiency scores of a sub-process with the
decomposition formula multiplicative and our approach. In conclusion, the paper proposes, a new strategy to
measure the relative performances of a production process model as a network system of three subprocesses,
which combines the NDEA and the DEA. This allows us to reevaluate, the indications of policy at the individual
sub-process level (block). Moreover, it is a versatile approach which allows aggregation of the sub-processes in
blocks, according to the particular policy requirements, legislative technological constraints, etc.
Keywords: network data envelopment analysis, modelling internal structure, performance management, private
and public organizations
1. Introduction
The measurement as the response at real problems solution is the core of the Operation Research (OR) among
others (Hiller, et al., 2001). The Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) (Cooper, et al., 2007) within the
management science (MS) and operations research (OR) tradition, occupy an important place as a method for
shaping production process and measuring different concepts of efficiency (Note 1)(i.e. technical efficiency,
scale efficiency, scope efficiency and so on). The two aspects so far outlined, modelling and measurement,are
two fundamental steps in the organizational performances management. Economists and/or operation researchers
used mainly two different approaches to economically modeling the production process and measure its
efficiency: 1) the econometric approach and 2) the mathematical approach. Inside the first approach, the
preferences of the economists fall on the Stochastic Frontier Approach (SFA) (Aigner, et al., 1977); (Meeusen, et
al., 1977), Correctly Ordinary Least Square (COLS), Modified Ordinary Least Square (MOLS) (Robinson, 2008)
and Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) (Greene, 1980). Inside the operations researcher group the most
used approaches are the DEA (Cooper, et al., 2007) and the Free Disposable Hull (FDH) (Deprins, et al., 1984).
The main difference between the two groups of scholars is that for those that uses DEA and FDH it is more easy
to carry out multi-output production process, meanwhile in the case of the econometric approach it is possible
consider error terms (although in the DEA approach much is doing done) (Olesen, et al., 2016). Inside the DEA
approach, some author noted that the DEA approach have some weakness that can misleading the efficiency
measurement[among others (Daraio, et al., 2008). In particular some of they noted that the DEA do not allow to
see inside the production process, modeling it as a “black box” that transform inputs in the outputs (Note 2).
Different authors, following this observation developed different approaches/models to modeling the internal
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structure of the DMU inside the DEA approach as well as proposed several formulas/approach to measure its
efficiency in the case of basic model with two stages as well as in the case of more than two stages among
others (Fa¨re, et al., 1995); (Fa¨re, et al., 1996a); (Fa¨re, et al., 1996b); (Kao, et al., 2008); (Liang, et al., 2006);
(Liang, et al., 2008) with different extensions among others (Chen, et al., 2010 b); (Premachandra, et al., 2012),
(Castelli, et al., 2004). Inside this literature the internal structure in the case of health care services it has been
also considered [among others (Chilingerian, et al., 2004) as well as in others sectors i.e. (Kao, et al., 2008)
apply NDEA in non-life insurance companies, (Chen, et al., 2004) in the bank branch, (Sexton, et al., 2003) at
major league baseball and so on. The objective of this paper is to modeling the internal structure of a production
process with three interdependent subprocesses. At this end, we take as a cue the relational Network Data
Envelopment Analysis (NDEA) model proposed in (Pinto, 2016) where the author modeling and measure the
relative efficiency of the hospital acute care production process. In particular, here, differently to (Pinto, 2016)
are proposing a relational model with tree stages corresponding three different activity taken in the acute care in
the hospital setting. In particular we are assuming that the hospital acute care provides the medical activity, the
rehabilitative activity, and the assistance activity. The consideration of a third activity (rehabilitative) relatively
at the two (medical and assistance) considered in (Pinto, 2016) need to reconsider the relationship among these
three activities, as well as will produce a different functioning of the process of the hospital care of the acute.
This allow us to build a more general NDEA model to apply in others sectors/activities. Once obtained the
relational NDEA model we propose a novel strategy consisting in building a block of two subprocess to estimate
the efficiency of the its parties, The paper is structured as follow: in the section 2 we modeling graphically the
internal structure of a production process with three stages (three subprocess), and describe its functioning
(subsection 2.1). In the section 3 we formulate our relational NDEA model (subsection 3.1) and the way to
calculate the relative efficiency of its subprocess (subsection 3.2), in the section 4 we apply the relational NDEA
model expanding the model in (Pinto, 2016). Finally in the section 5 we show discussion and conclusions.
2. Material Studied
To consider the internal structure of a production process/organization inside DEA context is relatively recent.
The classification in (Castelli, et al., 2010) define the main research in this areas as shared flow, multilevel and
network models, depending on the assumptions made. For shared flow models the subunits of the DMU have
shared inputs and shared outputs. In the multilevel models DMU inputs (outputs) are not necessarily inputs
(outputs) of its subunits. In network models the subunits have at least one output which is an input of another
different subunits. (Kao, 2014) from measurement point of view classify nine types of models used to measure
efficiency of network production process: 1) independent models, 2) system distance measure model, 3) process
distance measure model, 4) factor distance measure model 5) slacks-based measure model,6) ratio-form system
efficiency model, 7) ratio-form process efficiency model, 8) game theoretic model, 9) value-based model. The
independent model treat each part process as independent DMUs and measure their efficiencies separately. The
system distance measure model specify a model to find either the minimum input distance measure or maximum
output distance measure for the system efficiency. In the system distance measure model every process is
required to have the same distance parameter when measuring the system efficiency. An extension of this model
is to allow each process to be associated with a different parameter, 𝜃 , which represents the efficiency of each k
process, and the system efficiency is a weighted average of these individual process efficiencies. The factor
distance measure allow every factor to have different parameters, and the objective function is to minimize the
weighted average of these. Slacks-based measure model measure the system and process efficiencies of a
network system. Ratio-form system efficiency model is those proposed by (Kao, 2009(a)) where for general
network systems, which requires the same factor to have the same multiplier in the aggregation, no matter which
process the factor corresponds to. In contrast to the system efficiency model, where system efficiency is the
primary concern in searching for the most favorable multipliers, and a relationship between the system and
process efficiencies is then derived, the primary concern of a process efficiency model is process efficiencies,
with a driving force of their aggregation. The value-based model is concerned with maximizing either the
aggregate output, or the profit, of a network system within the constraints. By structure point of view (Kao, 2014)
classify the network system by: 1) basic two-stage structure, 2) general two-stage structure, 3) series structure, 4)
parallel structure, 5) mixed structure. 6) dynamic structure, 7) hierarchical structure. In this paper we propose a
network system of three subprocesses differently connected, so following (Kao, 2014) our model can fall in to
mixed structure and by measurement point of view in to ratio form process efficiency. Following (Castelli, et al.,
2010) our network process can be classified as a shared variables models. The distinctive point of the work is
that to measure the relative efficiency of a mixed structure we do not apply directly one of the measurement
method classify above in (Kao, 2014) but we suggest as first thing to individuated blocks inside it in a way to
reduce our model at more simple series or parallel structure and then adopt the some type of measurement, i.e.
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the ratio fform, of the new
n structure. In our knowleedge this solution is new.
3. Modelling a Producction Process Considering Its Internal Structure witth Three Stagges
In this seection, we proopose a relatio
onal model too describe the hypothetical functioning oof a productio
on process
with threee stages differrently connectted as those inn Figure 1. Ou
ur NDEA mod
del formulatioon will be show
wed in the
followingg section 4 as well as a we propose
p
a new
w efficiency measurement
m
sttrategy (Pintoo, 2018).
3.1 The D
Description off the Functioniing of the Proocess accordin
ng to Our Rela
ational Modell
We are m
modeling a prooduction proccess as a netw
work system with
w three sub-process differrently connectted among
them (seee Figure 1) annd we are con
nsidering addiitional variablle as a “comm
mon” variable (Castelli, et al., 2010)
that provvided services all the stagess without the possibility to
o be “shared” among them (i.e. the adm
ministrative
staff)(Note 3).

Figure 1. S
System with three stages
p
represeented in Figurre 1, we refer to the examplle of hospital acute care
To explaiin the functionnality of the process
services reported in (Pinto, 2016). According tto the model in Figure 1, the productiion process of
o hospital
treatmentt for acute pattients consideers three differrent activitiess: medical activity (developped with subp
process 1),
rehabilitaation activity (developed with
w subproceess 3) and asssistance (deveeloped with su
subprocess 2) (Note 4).
Rehabilittation servicess are provided
d both to surgiical patients affter surgery (y
yellow path, Y
Y1) and possib
bly during
the days of hospitalizaation (gray paath, Y2) after patients have or are receiving other meddical treatmen
nt (stage 1
output) (N
Note 5). All 3 phases are co
onnected to eaach other through the use of hospital bedds (X2) availab
ble for the
acute care process (greeen path) but each phase diiffers in the peersonnel involved. In fact, the first phase (phase 1
( )
in Figuree 1) or the meedical activity
y, is mainly cconducted by the technical-health care sstaff (𝑋 ) an
nd doctors
( )
( )
(𝑋 ). Thhe assistance activity (the second
s
phase,, phase 2 in Figure
F
1) requiires technical--health care staff (𝑋 )
and nursees (𝑋 ). The rehabilitation
r
activity is caarried out mainly by the reh
habilitation peersonnel (𝑋 ) and from
( )
medical-ttechnical stafff (𝑋 ) and reeceives, as on the other han
nd happens forr the assistancce services (𝑌
𝑌 , 𝑌 ), a
( )
( )
part of thhe outputs off the first phaase (𝑌 , 𝑌
). The tech
hnical-sanitary
y staff becom
mes, like the beds read
( )
( ) ( )
(𝑋 ; 𝑋 𝑋 ) a shareed variable th
hus, consolidatting the interd
dependencies between the 3 subprocessees together
with the vvariable bed places
p
. The ad
dministrative sstaff (which however
h
is nott included in th
the model) offfer support
to the proocess, for exaample in the admission
a
phaase (before the start of the whole processs) and in the discharge
phase (affter the end off the process). The surgicaal intervention
ns (𝑌 ) and thee days of hosppitalization (𝑌
𝑌 ) are the
outputs oof the first suubprocess. At the same tim
me, are the inputs for the other
o
two subbprocesses, 2 and 3, as
intermediiate variables. This means that the centrral subprocess of this treattment processs is subprocesss 1. If no
medical aactivity is carrried out, the process
p
does nnot start. Both the assistancee and the rehaabilitation actiivities end
when the patients are discharged
d
(𝑌 , 𝑌 , 𝑌 ) (Notee 6).
4. The Effficiency Meaasurement
Inside thee OR and MS
S approach thee DEA it has been extensiv
vely used to modeling
m
the pproduction prrocess [i.e.
(Zhu, 20009); (Ozcan, 2008)]
2
and meeasuring the peerformances of
o different typ
pe of Decisionn Making Uniits (DMU)
[for a revview of DEA applications see
s (Seiford, 1996); (Coop
per, et al., 200
07); (Cook, ett al., 2009); (L
Liu, et al.,
2013)]. H
However, in the
t DEA approach the intternal structurre of a DMU is not considdered. To consider the
internal sstructure of a DMU
D
we can
n consider advvanced DEA models
m
[see (Castelli,
(
et all., 2010); (Lew
wis, et al.,
2004); (K
Kao, 2009(a));; (Kao, 2014)]. In this papeer, according to the classiffication in (Caastelli, et al., 2010), we
developedd a combinatiion between a shared moddel with a nettwork model (see
(
Figure 1)). In the follo
owing two
sub-sectioons we will shhow the NDE
EA formulationn (subsection 4.1) and prop
pose a novel sstrategy to meeasure the
system effficiency (sub-section 4.2) using
u
a “blockks“ to transforrm the system.
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4.1 The D
DEA Model
Charnes, et al., (1978)) proposed a technique
t
to aaggregating th
he outputs in a virtual outpputs and the inputs in a
virtual innputs and use the ratio virttual output/virrtual input to
o represent thee relative effiiciency of a production
p
units (nam
med Decisionn Making Unitts- DMU). In its dual form
mulation the technique envellop the observ
vations by
productioon function. The technique is the Data Ennvelopment Analysis
A
(DEA
A). Since the fuunctional form
m need not
be specifi
fied it is a nonn parametric ap
pproach. So, tto measure the performancee applying thee multiplier fo
ormulation
of the moodel we get thee following lin
nearized input
ut program (aftter Charnes traansformation)):
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑚

𝑢 𝑌

𝑠. 𝑡.

𝑣𝑋 =1 ,
∑

𝑢 𝑌 −∑

𝑣𝑋 ≤0

(1)

𝑢, 𝑣 ≥ 0
Once solvved the prograam (1) the opttimal solution 𝑢∗ , 𝑣 ∗ are ob
btained. So, th
he efficiency w
will be:
𝑢∗ 𝑌
The modeel above is a DEA “black box”
b
model w
which is graphiically showed in the Figuree 2 below.

Figurre 2. DEA blacck box
In the foollowing subssection we will
w show the NDEA mod
dels and two techniques tto conduct th
he relative
efficiencyy measuremeent for the systems (orgaanization/prod
duction process) and its pparts (divisio
ons/stages)
displayedd in the Figuree 1 above.
4.2 The N
NDEA Models Formulation
In this seection we form
mulate a relatio
onal NDEA m
model to calcu
ulate the efficiiency of the pprocess in Figu
ure 1. The
efficiencyy measuremennt of its subprrocesss is in thhe subsection
n (4.3) where we
w will use tw
wo ways to do
o this, one
of this, acccording our knowledge,
k
iss new and nevver adopted way. Assuming
g Constant Retturn to Scale (CRS) the
corresponnding input oriented
o
multiiplier relationnal NDEA model
m
for the process dispplayed in the Figure 1
above[ (K
Kao, 2017)] (N
Note 7) will bee:
𝑣 𝑌 +𝑣 𝑌 +𝑣 𝑌
𝑠. 𝑡.. 𝑢 𝑋 + 𝑢 𝑋 + 𝑢 𝑋 + 𝑢 𝑋 + 𝑢 𝑋 = 1
(𝑤 𝑌 + 𝑤 𝑌 ) − (𝑢 𝑋 + 𝑢 (1 − 𝛼 − 𝛽 )𝑋 + 𝑢 (1 − 𝛼 − 𝛽 )𝑋 ) ≤ 0
𝑣 𝛿𝑌

( )

( )

( )

(

)

(

)

𝐼 𝑠𝑢𝑏
( )

(model 1)

+𝑣 𝛿 𝑌 +𝑣 𝛿 𝑌
− 𝑤 (1 − 𝛾 )𝑌
+ 𝑤 (1 − 𝛾 )𝑌
+𝑢 𝑋 +𝑢 𝛼 𝑋 +𝑢 𝛼 𝑋
≤ 0 𝐼𝐼 𝑠𝑢𝑏
( )
( )
( )
𝑣 (1 − 𝛿 )𝑌 + 𝑣 (1 − 𝛿 )𝑌 + 𝑣 (1 − 𝛿 )𝑌
( )
( )
( )
( )
− 𝑢 𝛽 𝑋 +𝑢 𝛽 𝑋 +𝑢 𝑋 +𝑤 𝜋 𝑌
+𝑤 𝜋 𝑌
≤ 0 𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑠𝑢𝑏
(𝑣 𝑌 + 𝑣 𝑌 + 𝑣 𝑌 ) − (𝑢 𝑋 + 𝑢 𝑋 + 𝑢 𝑋 + 𝑢 𝑋 + 𝑢 𝑋 ) ≤ 0 𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚

Where:
X1, X2, X3, X4, X5= sysstem resourcees
Y3 , Y4, Y5= outputs syystem
X1(1), X2(11), X3(1)= resouurces I sub-process
Y1, Y2= ooutputs I sub- process
Y1(12), Y2(12)= relationaal resources between the I aand the II sub--process
Y1(13), Y2(13)= relationaal resources between the I aand the III sub
b-process
X2(2), X3(22)=shared inpuuts resources between
b
the I and the II sub
b-process
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X4= exogenous resources II sub-process
Y3(2), Y4(2), Y5(2)= outputs II sub-process
X5= resources III sub-process
X2(3), X3(3),= shared resources between I and III sub-process
Y1(13), Y2(13)= shared outputs resources between I and III sub-process
Y3(3), Y4(3), Y5(3)= outputs third sub-process

𝛼 , 𝛼 = 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑋 , 𝑋 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑦
𝛽 , 𝛽 = 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑋 , 𝑋 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑦
𝛾 , 𝛾 = 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑌

(

)

,𝑌

(

)

𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑦 and

𝜋 ,𝜋 =
( ) ( )
𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐼 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑌 , 𝑌 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑦
𝛿 , 𝛿 , 𝛿 = 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑠 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑌 ( ) , 𝑌 ( ) ,
( )
( )
( )
( )
𝑌 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (1 − 𝛿) 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 , 𝑌 , 𝑌 , 𝑌
With this formulation the same inputs and outputs will receive the same weights [ (Kao, 2009(a))]. The operation
of each process is described with the constraints in the model 1. For example the constraints sub 1 write down
the operations of the first subprocesses. The constraint sub 2 consider the operations of the second subprocesses,
and so on. The relational nature of the model 1 is that the outputs of the first subprocesses (𝑌 , 𝑌 ) receive the
( ) ( )
same weights (𝑤 , 𝑤 ) of the relational variables that connect it with the second subprocesses (𝑌 , 𝑌 ) and
( ) ( )
). So, as stated in others parts in the paper the same variables (in this case
third subprocess (𝑌 , 𝑌
𝑌 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑌 ) receive the same weights. The proportion assigned to the variables of each subprocesses is differently
defined (Kao, 2017). Here we assigned a fixed proportion (i.e. 𝛼 , 𝛼 for the variables 𝑋 , 𝑋 ) without any
specific intention. This latter step (the assignment of the proportions) is of crucial interest for the purposes of
policy indications.
4.3 The Efficiency Measurement: Two Approaches
According to the relational approach (Kao, 2009a) once solved the model 1 above the efficiency of the system
(Esys ) is given by :
𝐸

=

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

= 𝑣 ∗𝑌 + 𝑣 ∗𝑌 + 𝑣 ∗𝑌

∗

(formula 1)

While the relative efficiency of the subprocesses will be produced with its constraints as follows::
𝐸 =

∗
∗

∗(

𝐸

=

( )

∗

𝐸 =
∗(
∗

∗

∗
∗(

)

(

)

)

( )
( )

∗

( )
(

∗(
∗

∗

( )

(formula 3)

)

)
( )

(formula 2)

)

( )

∗(

∗

(

)
)

∗

( )
(

)

(formula 4)

Variables with an asterisk present the optimal value of the weights, once model 1 has been solved. As evident
from formulas 2, 3, 4 the weights are the same for the same variable. Studies have proposed that, in the case of
unstructured systems with multiple stages, remodeling the system as a structure in parallel with a series of
subsystems using a dummy process is required (Kao, 2009(a)). In our opinion, the use of dummy processes
remains an excellent solution for such systems. However, to estimate the relative efficiency of such systems and
its sub-processes, we propose to build blocks by combining at least two sub-processes together without any
dummy process. So, for the process represented in Figure 1, we build a block (Block 1) using subprocess 1 and 2
and we get a new system (see Figure 3). The initial system will then be transformed as follows:
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Figure 3. System witth block
Block 1 iis a well structured internal subsystem w
within the systeem, and in particular it is coonstituted as a two-part
series sysstem with sharred inputs varriables X22 annd X32 respecctively. (Kao, 2009(a))
2
(Casstelli, et al., 20
010) (Kao,
2014) (Kao, 2017). To build this blo
ock we assumee that, it is possible to assig
gn independennt resources to
o the block
by eliminnating, partially or totally, the pre-existinng links with
h the rest of th
he sub-processses, Figure 1.. We have
eliminateed both the inpputs shared wiith stage 3 andd the intercon
nnections of in
ntermediate vaariables with it,
i the gray
and yelloow lines Figurre 1. We have assigned too all the shareed variables both input andd intermediatee, between
stage 3 annd the remainning 1 and 2 the
t variables Y
Y1, Y2, X2, X3 which aree obtained by applying an attribution
a
proportioon to the correesponding sysstem variabless. System 3 has
h a new reso
ource, the inddependent variiables X6,
X7, X8 aand X9 obtainned from the transformation
t
n on intermed
diate variables Y1, Y2 and on shared varriables X2
and X3 aalong with thhe subprocess and its own variables (X5). In this caase, the resultt of this strateegy is the
transform
mation of the original
o
system
m into a system
m with a blocck 1 plus anotther subprocesss which coincides with
subprocesss 3 with sharred output Fig
gure 3. This s olution avoids entry of a dummy subproocess. This so
olution can
be adoptted for policyy needs, but in our opinioon, it also helps to impro
ove both the interpretation
n and the
measurem
ment of the effficiency of th
he system andd its sub-partts. In fact, once block 1 haas been consttructed, its
efficiencyy can be meaasured as a seeries system bby applying the
t basic relattional NDEA
A model in series (Kao,
2009a). T
Thereby, meaasuring the effficiency of thhe third subprocess with an
a independennt DEA modeel without
shared ouutputs and alsso assigning itt to this outpuut variable. A proportion in the total ouutput that willl be partly
attributedd to block 1 and remainin
ng to the thirdd sub-processs. While the inputs of subb-process 3 are
a in turn
assigned in proportion to the total sy
ystem resourcces. The imporrtance is due to
t the measureement and thee policy of
this strateegy. For exam
mple, when tw
wo subprocessees cannot be separated
s
for technical or oother reasons happening
h
in treatmeent of hospitaal acute care. (Harris
(
& Auttumn, 1977) Also,
A
where itt may not makke sense to co
onsider the
nursing ccare activity separately from
m the medicaal ones and vice versa. Whiile on the othher hand, it might
m
make
sense to keep the rehaabilitation service separate from the resst of the hospital services. A characterisstic of our
proposal is the possibbility of consiidering the suubsystem variiables as indeependent. In oother words, instead of
considering beds as shhared variablees, as happenss in the relatio
onal model, we
w can conside
der them as independent
variables and can atttribute them to the first subprocess (medical actiivity) and too the third subprocess
s
(rehabilittation activity)) according to
o managerial oor the researccher preferencces. The immeediate implicaation, with
regard too the relationnal model, is that the bedds and techn
nical-health peersonnel of tthe productio
on process
considereed here, will receive diffeerent weights in the new transformed system, Figuure 3. In this way, the
efficiencyy measuremennt will affect Block
B
1 using the following
g relational ND
DEA model:
𝑣 𝛼𝑌1
𝑠. 𝑡. 𝑢 𝑋1 + 𝑢 𝑋2 + 𝑢 𝑋3
3 + 𝑢 𝑋4 = 1

(model
(
2)

(𝑤 𝑍12 + 𝑤 𝑍22) − (𝑢 𝑋1 + 𝑢 𝜎 𝑋2
2 + 𝑢 𝜎 𝑋3 + 𝑢 𝑋4) ≤ 0
𝑣𝛼𝑌
𝑌1 − (𝑤 𝑍12 + 𝑤 𝑍22 + 𝑢 (1 − 𝜎 )𝑋2
2 + 𝑢 (1 − 𝜎 )𝑋3 − 𝑢 𝑋 ) ≤ 0
𝑋 + 𝑢 𝑋4) ≤ 0
𝑣 𝑌1 − (𝑢 𝑋1 + 𝑢 𝑋2 + 𝑢 𝑋3
Where 𝜎 , 𝜎 are the proportions
p
off the variablees 𝑋 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑋 respectively assigned
a
to thhe first subprrocess and
(1 − 𝜎 )𝑎
𝑎𝑛𝑑 (1 − 𝜎 ) the proportio
ons of the s ame variablees assigned to the secondd subprocess.. 𝛼 is the
proportioon of the variable 𝑌 produced to the bloock 1, relativ
vely to the wh
hole output pproduced by the system
Y=Y1+Y
Y2 (see Figure 2). To the mo
odel 2 we willl obtain the fo
ollowing optim
mal weights: 𝑣 ∗ , 𝑢∗ , 𝑢∗ , 𝑢∗ , 𝑢∗ . So, the
efficiencyy of the blockk 1 will be:
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= 𝑣 ∗ 𝛼𝑌1

∗

(formula 5)

Later we will solve the following standard DEA model for the remaining subprocess (here the subprocess 3):
𝑣 𝛽𝑌2
𝑠. 𝑡.

𝑢 𝑋 +𝑢 𝑋 +𝑢 𝑋 +𝑢 𝑋 +𝑢 𝑋 =1

(model 3)

𝑣 𝛽𝑌2 − (𝑢 𝑋 + 𝑢 𝑋 + 𝑢 𝑋 + 𝑢 𝑋 + 𝑢 𝑋 ) ≤ 0
To the model 3 we will obtain the following optimal values: 𝑣 ∗ , 𝑢∗ , 𝑢∗ , 𝑢∗ , 𝑢∗ , 𝑢∗ . So, the efficiency of the third
subprocess will be:
𝐸

=

∗
∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

= 𝑣 ∗ 𝛽𝑌2

(formula 6)

The efficiency of the whole subprocess can be calculate using the weighted additive efficiency decomposition
(Chen, et al., 2009b) as follow:
𝐸

=𝜏 𝐸

+𝜏 𝐸

(formula 7)

Where 𝜏 ≥ 0, 𝜏 ≥ 0 with 𝜏 + 𝜏 = 1, represent the importance of sub-process 3 and block 1 in measuring
efficiency for the entire system. With this strategy, we treat the variables of subprocess 3 and those of the block
as non-relational variables. In fact, as presented above, we will have different weights for each subprocess input
variable. Thus, the variables X2 (of block 1) and X6 (of subprocess 3) represent the same resource (ie read in
this example). The variable associated with it is assigned to block 1 and subprocess 3 as independent variables
each with an own weight and in a given proportion. All data will be covered in the section dedicated to the
application. In our opinion, this measurement strategy is very useful in technological, organizational and / or
legislative constraints.
5. The Application to the Hospitals
The efficiency measurement in the health care/hospitals setting when we consider its internal structure is
relatively recent.[i.e. (Chilingerian, et al., 2004); (Kawaguchi, et al., 2014); (Pinto, 2016)]. Chilingerian et al.
2004 consider a two stage process in measuring the physicians care and apply two separate DEA. The first stage
has as inputs registered nurses, medical supplies, and capital and fixed costs. These inputs generate the outputs
as patient days, quality of treatment, drugs dispensed, among others. These first stage outputs are the inputs of
the second stage to generate as outputs research grants, quality patients, and quantity of individual trained, by
speciality. Kawaguchi et al 2014 test the policy effects of the health reform in Japan on the hospital efficiency
considering this latter as organizations with two internal heterogenous organizations. In particular the authors
apply the dynamic-network data envelopment analysis. Pinto 2016 consider a two stage process in the hospitals
acute care applying the network DEA approach to estimates the relative efficiency of it. In Pinto,2016 the
second stage has an exogenous inputs conferring the non linearity to the model.In this paper we proposed in the
subsection 3.2,according our opinion, a new approach in the case of a three stages process. In this section we
apply it to the hospital acute care services adding a third process at the process in (Pinto, 2016). The variables
used here are the same in (Pinto, 2016) (see Table 1)
Table 1. Hospital acute care’s production process variables
Relational model
Inputs
Physicians
Ordinary beds
Day-hospital beds
Day-surgery beds
Nurses (second sub-process)
Medical-technical staff (not included)
Rehabilitative staff

Outputs
Ordinary discharges
Day-hospital discharges
Surgical discharges

Relational variables
Surgical interventions
Days-on hospitals
Shared resources

The role of the some variables inside the relational model will depend to how the production process will be
modeled. Here, the variables of the relational NDEA model in the case of hospitals acute care production process
with three stages as in the Figure 1 above will be:
X1, X2, X3, X4, X5= system resources: physicians, nurses, beds, rehabilitative staff, medical-technical-staff.
Y3, Y4, Y5= outputs system:ordinary discharges, day-hospital discharges, surgical discharges.
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X1(1), X2(1), X3(1)= resources of the I sub-process:physicians, beds, medical-technical-staff.
Y1, Y2= outputs of the I sub- process :surgical interventions, days on hospitals.
Y1(12),Y2(12)= relational resources between the I and the II sub-process:surgical interventions, days on hospitals.
Y1(13), Y2(13)= relational resources between the I and the III sub-process:surgical interventions, days on hospitals.
X2(2), X3(2)=shared inputs resources between the I and the II sub-process (beds, medical-technical-staff).
X4= exogenous resources of the II sub-process:nurses.
Y3(2), Y4(2), Y5(2)= outputs of the II subprocesses: ordinary discharges, day-hospital discharges,surgical discharges.
X5= resources of the III sub-process: rehabilitative staff.
X2(3), X3(3),= shared resources between I and III sub-process: beds, medical-technical-staff.
Y1(13), Y2(13)= shared outputs resources between I and III subprocesses: surgical interventions, patients days.
Y3(3), Y4(3), Y5(3)= outputs of the third sub-process:ordinary discharges, day-hospital discharges, surgical
discharges,

𝛼 ,𝛼 =proportion of the shared inputs variables X2(2), X3(2).
𝛽 , 𝛽 =proportion of the shared inputs variables X2(3), X3(3).
𝛾 , 𝛾 = proportion of the shared intermediate variables Y1(12), Y2(12) and,
𝜋 , 𝜋 = proportion of shared intermediate variables between the I and III subprocesses Y1(13),Y2(13).
𝛿 , 𝛿 . 𝛿 =is the proportion of the shared outputs variables Y3(2), Y4(2), Y5(2) and (1-δ) is the proportion of, Y3(3),
Y4(3), Y5(3).
As noted, differently to (Pinto, 2016) here we added a third subprocesses to modeling the rehabilitative activity
using as dedicated variable the rehabilitative staff. (see Table 1). This latter variable characterizing the third
subprocesses in the model (lacking in (Pinto, 2016)). Solving the model 1 and applying the formulas 1,2,3,4
using data on these variables we will have the following optimal weights (additional file1 .xlsx ) and the
following relative efficiencies (see Table 2 below for its descriptive statistics).
Table 2. Descriptive statistics of NDEA relational efficiency and its subprocess
Statics

Relational efficiency
(formula 1)
554,0000
2,0000
0,0000
0,0000
0,9996
0,9996
342,7996
0,6253
0,6188
0,0078
0,0154

Esub1 (formula
2)
552,0000
0,0000
2,0000
0,0047
1,0000
0,9953
366,2543
0,6794
0,6635
0,0067
0,0131

Esub2
(formula 3)
554,0000
2,0000
0,0000
0,0000
1,0000
1,0000
372,5293
0,6741
0,6724
0,0080
0,0158

Esub3 (formula 4)

Eaggr
(Esub1*Esub2*Esub3)
552,0000
0,0000
2,0000
0,0002
1,0000
0,9998
170,6967
0,2740
0,3092
0,0085
0,0167

nbr.val
552,0000
nbr.null
0,0000
nbr.na
2,0000
min
0,0485
max
1,0000
range
0,9515
sum
335,0617
median
0,6047
mean
0,6070
SE.mean
0,0079
CI.mean.0.9
0,0155
5
var
0,0341
0,0244
0,0358
0,0344
0,0397
std.dev
0,1846
0,1563
0,1893
0,1856
0,1992
coef.var
0,2983
0,2356
0,2815
0,3057
0,6441
skewness
-0,4455
-0,5014
-0,5975
-0,1548
1,1992
skew.2SE
-2,1463
-2,4112
-2,8784
-0,7446
5,7670
kurtosis
0,7708
1,1507
0,8864
0,5645
1,6994
kurt.2SE
1,8599
2,7718
2,1389
1,3597
4,0933
normtest.W
0,9735
0,9744
0,9636
0,9766
0,9155
normtest.p
0,0000
0,0000
0,0000
0,0000
0,0000
Legend: ndr.var:number of observations; nrr.null: number of null values; nbr.na:number of missing value; min;max;range;sum: sum of all
non-missing values ;media;mean;SE.mean:standard error on the mean ; CI.mean.:the confidence interval of the mean at the p level; var:;
stad.var;coef.var:variation coefficient defined as the standard deviation divided by the mean ;skewness:skewness coefficient ;skew.2SE:its
significant criterium ( if skew.2SE > 1, then skewness is significantly different than zero), ;kurtosis:kurtosis coefficient ;kurt.2SE:its
significant criterium;normtest.W:statistic of a Shapiro-Wilk test of normality ;normtest.p:its associated probability.
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Instead, aadopting the other
o
model ab
bove (model 22) we will have the followin
ng variables:
X1, X2, X
X3, X4= blockk 1 resources: physicians, bbeds, medical--technical-stafff, nurses.
Y1= blocck 1 outputs:orrdinary dischaarges, day-hosspital discharg
ges, surgical discharges.
d
Z11, Z222= intermediatte variables block 1: surgicaal intervention
ns, days on ho
ospitals.
X22, X322= block 1shaared resources:beds,, medicaal-technical-sttaff.
Solving tthe model 2 annd 3 and appllying the form
mulas 5, 6, 7 we
w will have the
t following efficiencies scores
s
(see
Table 2) aand optimal weights
w
(additiional file 2 annd 3. xlsx):
Descriptive sttatistics of system efficiencyy with block and
a block efficciency
Table 3. D
Statistics
nbr.val
nbr.null
nbr.na
min
max
range
sum
median
mean
SE.mean
CI.mean.0.99
5
var
std.dev
coef.var
skewness
skew.2SE
kurtosis
kurt.2SE
W
normtest.W
normtest.p

Esysblockk1 (formula
7
7)
554,,0000
2,00000
0,00000
0,00000
1,00000
1,00000
371,,5069
0,66757
0,66706
0,00085
0,00167

Esysblock1a
E
(form
rmuma
7)
554,0000
2,0000
0,0000
0,0000
1,0000
1,0000
372,2177
0,6749
0,6719
0,0085
0,0167

Esysb
block1b (formula
7)
554,0000
2,0000
0,0000
0,0000
1,0000
1,0000
369,3743
0,6720
0,6667
0,0085
0,0167

Eblock1 (forrmula
5)
554,00000
2,0000
0,0000
0,0000
1,0000
1,0000
368,66344
0,6700
0,6655
0,0085
0,0167

effstag
ge3 (formula
6)
55
54,0000
2,0000
2
0,0000
0
0,0000
0
1,0000
1
1,0000
1
37
75,7720
0,6821
0
0,6783
0
0,0088
0
0,0174
0

0,00399
0,11997
0,22978
-0,55775
-2,77823
0,66047
1,44593
0,99642
0,00000

0,0401
0,2003
0,2982
-0,5760
-2,7749
0,5757
1,3893
0,9644
0,0000

0,0399
0,1997
0,2996
-0,5532
-2,6653
0,6106
1,4733
0,9648
0,0000

0,0401
0,2004
0,3011
-0,53366
-2,57044
0,5927
1,4302
0,9648
0,0000

0,0433
0
0,2081
0
0,3068
0
-0
0,5319
-2
2,5626
0,3847
0
0,9284
0
0,9602
0
0,0000
0

y aggregationn (formula 7) it
i has been calculate using ddifferent valu
ues of 𝜏. In
In the Tabble 2 the addiitive efficiency
particularr: Esysblock11 consider 𝜏 = 0.6, 𝜏 = 0.4 , Esysblo
ock1a 𝜏 = 0.5, 𝜏 = 0.5 aand Esysblocck1b 𝜏 =
0.9, 𝜏 = 0.1. To comppare the efficiiencies of thee two models (model 1 relaational NDEA
A, and model 2 network
system w
with block) we plot the empiirical cumulattive distributio
on functions (ssee Figure 4), also.

Figurre 4. Empiricaal cumulative ddistribution off efficiency sccores model 1 and 2
At the sam
me way we coompare the effficiencies of thhe subprocesss 3 (see Figuree 5).
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Fiigure 5. Empirrical cumulatiive distributionn of model 1 and 2 of third subprocess eefficiency scores
The blue curve is the cumulative em
mpirical distrribution functiion of the third stage efficciency scores calculated
with an inndependent sttandard DEA model in linee with the blo
ock approach (formula 6) pproposed here while the
arange cuurve is the cum
mulative emp
pirical distribuution function of the relativ
ve efficiency sscore always of the sub
process 3 but calculateed using the multiplicative
m
on formula ap
pplied to the rrelational NDE
EA model
decompositio
(formula 4). The two curves
c
are verry different. T
This is the efffect of the diffferent optimall weights calcculated for
the samee variable in the
t two appro
oaches listed above. In otther words, iff we considerr the bed varriable, this
variable rreceives the same weight when it is inn the relation
nal model. In the case of tthe block app
proach the
subprocesss 3 becomes independent of block 1 annd two differen
nt weights aree assigned. It is a variable of
o block 1
and otherr when it is ann input variablle of subproceess 3. Since, the
t weight varriables have evvident policy value, the
two approoaches, relatioonal and blocck, lead to diffferent policy consideration
ns both for thee whole systeem and for
its parts ((Smith, et al.,, 2005). The descriptive
d
staatistics of the efficiency meeasurements ffor sub-processs 3 under
the two ap
approaches aree reported in Table
T
4.
Efficiency scoores of the thirrd subprocess under model1 and model 2
Table 4. E
Statiistics
nbr.v
val
nbr.n
null
nbr.n
na
min
max
ge
rang
sum
median
n
mean
SE.m
mean
CI.m
mean.0.9
5
var
dev
std.d
coeff.var
skew
wness
skew
w.2SE
kurto
osis
kurt..2SE
norm
mtest.W
norm
mtest.p

efffstage3 (formula
6)
554,0000
2,0000
0,0000
0,0000
1,0000
1,0000
375,7720
0,6821
0,6783
0,0088
0,0174

Esub3 (form
mula
4)
552,0000
0,0000
2,0000
0,0485
1,0000
0,9515
335,0617
0,6047
0,6070
0,0079
0,0155

0,0433
0,2081
0,3068
-0,5319
-2,5626
0,3847
0,9284
0,9602
0,0000

0,0344
0,1856
0,3057
8
-0,1548
-0,7446
6
0,5645
1,3597
0,9766
0,0000

e
scoores, their distribution is
Althoughh in Table 4, thhere are smalll differences in the average value of the efficiency
very diffferent as we have seen in
n Figure 4. Inn fact, the cu
umulative em
mpirical distrib
ibution functiion of the
efficiencyy score obtainned under the multiplicationn decompositiion formula iss very concavve than observ
ved for the
efficiencyy scores calcuulated with thee block approoach (subsectio
on 3.2). The DEA
D
efficienccy scores (1) are shown
in Table 5 below.
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Table 5. D
DEA efficienccy score: the black
b
box perfformance meaasurement
Statisticss

DEA-D

DEA-ND
D

nbr.val

554

554

nbr.null

2

2

nbr.na

0

0

min

0

0

max

1

1

range

1

1

sum

464,7384

3
469,1283

median

0,857498

0,865461
1

mean

0,838878

0,846802
2

n
SE.mean

0,006275

0,006296
6

CI.mean.0.95

0,012325

0,012367
7

var

0,021812

0,02196

std.dev

0,14769

0,14819

coef.var

0,176057

9
0,174999

skewness

-1,69626

-1,7123

E
skew.2SE

-8,17169

9
-8,24899

kurtosis

5,692925

5,578384
4

E
kurt.2SE

13,73721

13,46082
2

normtestt.W

0,864577

0,855679
9

normtestt.p

1,77E-21

4,02E-22
2

mn DEA-D reefer to the DE
EA score efficciency with all discretionary
y inputs, whille the column DEA-ND
The colum
refer DEA
A efficiency scores
s
in the case
c
of not diiscretionary in
nputs. In this case
c
we posedd the variablees nurse as
not discrretionary as example. We
W can see thhe effect of the non disccretionary asssumption, in terms of
performan
ance managem
ment, on the values
v
of the descriptive sttatistic in the Table 5 abovve and in the histogram
and empiirical cumulatiive distributio
on function off the DEA efficciency score in the Figure 6 below.

Figgure 6. Empirrical cumulativve distribution
ns DEA scores and histograams
nclusions
6. Discusssion and Con
The econnomic modelinng of a producction process iis very often conducted,
c
usiing the producction function
n approach
to represeent the maxim
mum level of output
o
attainabble for each leevel of resourcces. Within ann econometricc model, it
is possible to estimatee the producttion function and measure the efficienccy similar to SFA [ (Batteese, et al.,
1977)]. IIn other cases, the measu
urement of thhe efficiency of a producttion process is carried ou
ut using a
mathemaatical model as
a happens in the case of D
DEA (Cooperr, et al., 2007). In these tw
wo cases, how
wever, it is
impossiblle to think off the production process ass a system maade up of sev
veral connecteed parts. Som
me authors,
introduceed the idea of modeling a production proocess as a systtem of interconnected partss [ (Fa¨re, et al., 1996a);
(Fa¨re, ett al., 1996b)]] and since th
hen great proogress has beeen made in this directionn [ (Kao, 201
14); (Kao,
2009(a));; (Kao, 2017)]]. Furthermoree, two basic m
models: one with
w a series sttructure and th
the other with
h a parallel
structure had developed a network
k model withhin the DEA method to measure
m
its reelative efficien
ncy (Kao,
2009(a)). Here, we haave modeled a production process as a system of th
hree interconnnected sub-pro
ocesses or
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stages, Figure 1. For demonstration purposes, we applied this model to the case of the hospital acute care
production process by exploiting the conceptualization (Pinto, 2016). The process in (Pinto, 2016) was enriched
by connecting the rehabilitation activity along with medical care and assistance with activities / subprocesses, in
a treatment process for hospital acute care. We later developed a relational NDEA model to measure its relative
efficiency(model 1) and calculate its subprocess efficiency using multiplicative decomposition formula (Kao,
2009(a)). As innovative way to measure its relative efficiency we proposed as an alternative solution for
construction of an internal block of two subprocesses. In this latter case we not apply the relational NDEA
approach directly to the whole process to estimates its relative efficiency. Once the relative efficiency of the
block 1 in Figure 3 was calculated with a relational NDEA model, we applied the multiplicative decomposition
formula for the block to calculate the relative efficiency of its subprocesses. To calculate the efficiency of the
entire process, we have adopted the additive decomposition formula with the efficiency of the block and the
efficiency of the remaining sub-process (Chen, et al., 2009b). In other words, our solution, one obtained an
internal block, combines relational NDEA with DEA to measure the relative efficiency of network systems with
more than two subprocesses. However, once the block has been constructed, a specific weight can be assigned to
it, reflecting its importance within the measurement. Our approach, according our opinion, is useful for specific
policy indications. Obviously, blocking can be differently constructed based on the requirements of the policy
objectives, and under the constraint of a network model of two sub-processes resulting from the basic ones in
series and in parallel (Kao, 2009(a)). The relational NDEA 1 proposed model, is characterized by intermediate
flows, shared variables and exogenous variables (Castelli, et al., 2010) and the same variable receive the same
weight- A variant not considered here, is that which uses exogenous variables to give the model a multi-stage
nature (Kao, 2017). The difference between the direct application to the relational NDEA model (model 1) and
our strategy, is that the former requires the use of the same weights for the same variables regardless of whether
they belong to one or the other subprocesses (Kao, 2009a). In our approach to the same variable they can be
assigned to different weight depending on whether it belongs to the residual block or sub-process, and avoid to
insert a dummy process (Kao, 2009a). In this way, generating different optimal values in the weights and
therefore different policy considerations (Smith, et al., 2005). We would like to conclude, that the study
represents an innovative work for introducing the block strategy in the measurement of relative efficiency of
systems with more than two subprocesses. Moreover, it is new in view of the measurement of relative hospital
efficiency with NDEA models. In addition, it can be applied for different technological, legislative, etc,
constraints where two subprocesses in a network system are joint.
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Notes
Note 1. The approach refer to the relative efficiency. In other words the efficiency of a production process is
measured relatively to a benchmark
Note 2. This is more an advances in the DEA modeling than a weakness.
Note 3. Here we no consider this variable.
Note 4. For the production of others services or goods we will have different activities with differents inputs and
outputs. We can think for example to apply the model developed in the paper to modeling a simplified version of
the wine production with the following three stages: stage 1-> harvesting, crushing, pressing, stage 2 >fermentation, stage 3 (for some type of wine)-> deraspaturing, with the pressed material as intermediate
variable and as final outputs three types of wines: rosè (without deraspaturaing)+ red and blank (with
deraspaturaing). A proportion of the pressed material go to the third stage to be deraspaturaing and became red
and blank wine.
Note 5. This mean that is not considered the deliver of rehabilitative services for outpatients. In terms of our
model this mean add an external inputs to the rehabilitative stage (stage 3 in the Figure 1).
Note 6. In the model with administrative staff, here do not treated, the assistance activity and the rehabilitative
activities will finish when inpatient will be transformed in discharged through the delivery of administrative
services by the administrative staff. This precisation is relevant to the functioning of the process but irrelevant
for the relative efficiency measurement.
Note 7. In his book (Kao, 2017) shoe how in the network DEA model the efficiency measurement can be
conduct using three model as in the counter part DEA model: 1) multiplier form ,2) envelopment form and 3)
slacke-based form.
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